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**Otto Ege Collection of Medieval Manuscripts**

  Ege 14
- France: Missal, illuminated. [Amiens? 15th c?]  
  Ege 15
- England/France: Book of Hours, Illuminated  
  Ege 24
- Northern France: Book of Hours, illuminated  
  Ege 28
- France: Book of Hours, illuminated  
  Ege 29
- France: Book of Hours, illuminated  
  Ege 31
- France: Book of Hours, illuminated  
  Ege 36
- France: Book of Hours, illuminated  
  Ege 45
- Northern France: Book of Hours, illuminated  
  Ege 46

**Hayes MS 8**


**Thomson 30**

Calendar page (October), Book of Hours. England [?], 15th century.

**MS 284**

Bible leaf: Paul’s Conversion. Frense, ca. 1235[?].

**MS 299**

Vie de St. Denis Bible. Paris, ca. 1250-1275.

**MS 313**

Book of Hours, late 15th century. Vellum. 105 mm x 147 mm. 87 leaves. Contains five miniatures with substantial overpainting.

**MS 314**


**MS 315**

Book of Hours leaves: Martyrdom of St. Eustace. Southern Netherlands or Northeastern France, ca. 1435.

**MS 317**


**MS 338**

Book of Hours leaf, ca. 1460. (Unfinished).